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H ...

appy birthday photography!
one hundred and fifty
years of gadgetry, sometimes smelly
chemicals, aggravation, recording
history, freezing time, and just plain
fun.
For dyears now photography clubs as a class have been in a
period of decline. This is a sad thing
for those of us who recall the vigor
which once, not all that long ago,
marked organized amateur photography. Now that making decent picturesis much easier and the
equipment more user-friendly there
seem to be fewerpeople getting
deeply involved. A puzzlement, if
not a paradox. Even Kodak appears
caught in the malaise and seems indifferent, to this casual observer, to
the needs or the hhue of the serious
amateur. I have Come to believe that
the most popular phrase in what
passes for today's photography
stores is, "Oh, that's been discontinued." I am W of hearing it. But
the true photobugs werp never deterred by inconvenience since August 19,1839, when Daguerre
publicly demonstrated photography
and the neceswy apparatus was put
on sale.
The Stereo Boom
Stereography, it would seem, is
the exception if one can judge by the
30%increase in Stereoscopic Society membership that we have experienced in little more than a year.
Such a period of u n p d e n t e d
growth has strained our infrastruc
hue but it is gratifying to see so
many people becoming active in the
production of stereo views. Both of
our tmmprency circuits for Realist
format are at capacity and we have
reluctantly been forced to establish a
waiting list. The print drruft, composed of active viewcard makers, is
also near capacity but will continue
accepting new members for the present, not wishing to divide into two
groups if avoidable. The new 2x2
35mm matched-pair circuit is steadily growing and also relieving the
pressure on the transparency circuits
by accepting some of the overflow.
2x2 membem may mount the trans-

7heSociety
parencies in either format, however
the stereo pairs are produced. The
number of inquiries that the Society
receives has remained high for a
year or more. Although new circuits
are started with difficulty and take
some time to settle into established
entities, the ~IPSSUIPto create them
continues. Stereography continues
to be a growth area when much of
organized amateur photography is
in the doldrums and new equipment
has not been forthcoming.

1988 Voting Results
Print Circuit
Total Points
Name
(100or more)
Bill C. Walton ................I97
Craig Daniels ............... .I90
Wil Metcalf ................. .I84
Jack Cavender .............. .I70
Brandt Rowles .............. .I56
Bill Patterson ................I41
John Dennis ................ .lo9
Wesley Kobylak ............. .I05
Top V i m
1st: "Universityof Virginia #3"
(Jack Cavender)
2nd: ''Meteor"
(W.H. Bonney)
3rd: (tie) 'Tried Farm Syndrome"
(Craig Daniels)
"RangerTraining"
(Bill C. Walton)

Speedy Folio
Total Points
Name
(TOP4)
Jack Cavender . . . . . . . . . . . ..65
Craig Daniels .................53
Bill C. Walton .................47
Robert Kruse ................ .43
Top V i m
1st: 'Time, Space and Architecture"
(JackCavender)
2nd: "Hidden Falls"
(Craig Daniels)
3rd: "University of Virghiia #T'
(Jack Cavender)

Beta Transparency Circuit
Total Points
Name
(20 or more)
Mark Willke ................ .lo9
David Hutchinson ............ .74
Robert O'Brien ................66
Vane Bass ...................56
Russ Young ...................50
Richard Vallon ................28
Me1 Lawson ................. .27
...............23
James Norcross.
Top V i m
1st: "Yaquina Head Lighthouse"
(Mark Willke)
2nd: "Place de la Concorde"
(David Hutchinson)
3rd: "Sur lelHerbe"
(Vance Bass) m

''Yquina Head Lighthouse" by Mark Willke took first place in the 1988 voting by members
of the Beta Tmnsparency Cimit. The view, taken near Newport on the Oregon coast, is
of the m'sstereo potential, waitingfor those who attend the 1989 NSA Conuention in Portland. The hyper was made with a pair of Kodak Retinette 1A's on tripods several feet apart, synchmnized by air hoses connected to a single bulb.
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Singing 'Ain't too p m d to beg," the
California Raisins deliuer a singing te&
rpnt on top of n mountain in their te&
vision special and m t l g
tape
"h4eet the Mns."The stoar of these
popular pmducts of Will Vinton
Aoductions in Portland, O q p n is illusd in this issue with the first ever
published stem0 photos of the California
R a i r i n s a c t b m d o n theset of
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A

n interesting variety of articles
appear in this second color
issue of Stereo World, including the
first stereo photos of The California
Raisins from their recently released
"Meet the Raisins" tape, the first
3-D shots covering the sets and locations of two new 3-D Imax films,
and the first detailed look at the new
N i s h i i 3-D camera.
Sales of the "Meet the Raisins"
tape are already breaking records,
and the popularity of the little clay
figures seems ready to hang on
through more commercials and promotions. Much thought has gone
into the 3-D potential of clay animation techniques, so the article in this
issue may someday prove to be only

the first of many appearances of clay
figures "in depth."
Only rarely have stereo photos
been made to record the production
process of 3-D films. Most of the examples are publicity shots of movie
stars, made by photographers allowed only briefly on the set. It can
make a real difference when the person with the Realist is an insider - in
the case of our coverage of the two
new 3-D Imax films, it was the
stereographer behind the Imax camera itself, Noel Archambault. Imagine the record we would have today
if people in his position had been
willing and able to roam Hollywood
sets in the 3-D years of the 1950'sI

VIEWING THE WORLD

T

wo styles of very inexpensive
'lorgnette" type plastic stereoscopes are currently available for
viewing the stereographs reproduced
in Stereo World. There are also better quality glass lensed viewers
available, one of which is convertible for holding standard card views,
as well as easy viewing of pairs in
books or magazines. For details on
sources and prices (as well as some
tips on "free viewing" with no optical aid) send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to: WORLD
VIEWING, 5610 SE 71st, Portland,
OR 97206.

WHAT'S THE NSA?
The non-profit National Stereoscopic Association was founded in
1974 to promote the study and
preservation of the stereoscopicimages and equipment of the past and
to encourage the growth of all aspects of stereoscopy in the present.
Besides publishing Stereo World, the
NSA has established the Oliver
'Vendell Holmes Stereoscopic Re-

search Library where much of the
written material relating to stereo
imaging (since the mid 1800's) is
available to researchers.
If this issue of Stereo World is
your first exposure to the NSA, we
invite you to write for more information. Send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to NSA, PO Box
14801, Columbus, OH 43214. m

It's not often that a new stereo
camera hits the consumer market.
and we were expecting the debut bf
the Nishika to involve press releases,
promotions, photos, etc. But the
current owners of Nimslo technology in Henderson, Nevada surprised
nearly everyone by completely
avoiding normal sales and promotion methods, turning instead to a
self-generating network of individual distributors selling the camera to
friends, co-workers, neighbors, etc.
As long as these distributors continue to locate both customers and
new distributors, the camera will be
available, but actually finding one
won't be as easy as dropping by
K-Mart. (Of course, once one of the
Nishika's enthusiastic entrepreneurs
gets hold of an NSA Directory, they
may start contacting usl)
Some who have seen the camera
find it a depressing disappointment
and in general, worse than nothing.
Others point out the slight flexibility offered by the manual aperture
settings as a factor that could allow
use of the camera for slides in many
situations. The camera will function
well for its intended purpose, even if
it contributes little to the hardware
available for serious stereography.
Now that most sources are out of
surplus Nimslos, prices for any remaining may rise quickly in light of
the Nishika's limitations.
Our feature on Soviet stereo slides
may well be another "first," and is
probably at least the first time any
samples have been reproduced in
stereo in the west. Much remains to
be learned about the orinins and
current status of the slid&' publishers, or even what their initials,
BPSK, stand for. The seven sprocket
format of the slides would be compatible with the format of the 'Ted
Stereo" camera reportedly under development in the Soviet Union.
We must again thank NSA member Dwight Cummings and everyone at Wy'east Color in Portland,
Oregon for the generous contribution of the color separation material
and work which again has made
possible a full color issue of Stereo
World. m
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READER'S
COMMENTS
AND QUESTIONS
InternationalLiteratureContinued

I

n the Jan/Feb 1989 issue of Stereo
World, Abram Klooswijk comp a d my bibliography (Mar/Apr
1987)and a German one by Walter
Selle. Klooswijk was not aware, obviously, that Selle and I corresponded heavily in the early 19709and
exchanged rare literature items as
well as bibliographic information.
Since I own most of the listed books,
as well as others on the subjects of
art and perception, I contributed
several citations that Selle used in
his 1974supplement to fill older
gaps in his original, magnificent
1949 bibliography and to add
post4949 items. So, of course, our
bibliographies are in strong agreement for citations they have in
common-how could they not be?
My specific goal, as clearly stated,
was books in English devoted only
to the subject of 3-D, itself. Selle's
bibliography was quite different in
its goal, language, style, and
content.
In addition, Klooswijk apparently
did not notice the corrections I made
to small errors in Sellerspre-1974 citations based on my recent research
or the 22 cited new books (after
1969)of greatest practical value to a
new generation of NSA members.
Selle's ll4page German-language
bibliography of 1853-1974 books,
pamphlets, and articles is the best
and most complete in the world, and
I will try to arrange a copy of it to be
deposited in the NSA library. I do
hope that someone attempts in the
1990sto duplicate his great katNSA meamhem need such a tool.
Harold Layer,
SanPrancisco, CA

Dualing Cables
I also have a tip for you to pass on
to any Stereo World readers looking
for a double cable release for taking
pictures with side-by-side cameras.
Olympus makes a VERY high quality double cable release intended for
use with their auto bellows attachment for macro photography, but
which works just as well with two
cameras. It has a synchronization

Letters
adjustment and a screw lock. It's
available for under $20 from most of
the big New York mail-order camera
stores.
Ken Tucker
Long Beach, CA

zap
Color Stereo Prints
I have been looking for an inexpensive but effective way of
duplicating the color stereo cards
that I have mounted. I found that I
could do an acceptable job by
rephotographing the cards against a
neutral background handholding
my 35mm camera with 50mm lens
and a +2 closeup lens, then having
the film p r d for 4x6 prints.
The result was about a .80 enlargement that I could trim and mount.
I very recently found another alternative that gives very pleasing
results but not exactly of photographic quality. A local art supply
store has a color laser printer that
can reproduce 11x17originals. This
size will easily accommodate six stereo cards,3%x7: and the cost is
$6.50 for the first copy and less for
additional copies from the same
originals. This is a fourcolor process that reproduces the colors very
well. Then just trim and mount for a
full-size,quick, and acceptable
duplicate of your original stereo
viewcard.
Keep up the good work in your
magazine, and I cast my vote for
more color1
Roger D. Curry
Jacksonville, FL

cate that the Lionel Corporation

went through bankrupt p r o c d h g s
during the 1970's and much information of its history are probably
destroyed.
I am asking if readers of Store0
World who may have information
and personal involvement with this
orphan stereo camera would be willing to share such knowledge with
me.
I am in need of basic information
from those who used the camera in
the 1950's and/or about the Linex
film cartridge, the Linex stereo viewer, Linex stereo slides, or any other
information regardingthe Linex.
Gary S. Mangiacopra
7 Arlmont St.
Milford, CT 06460

3-Deep Questions
Having just returned from a trip
to Micronesia to scuba dive along
the reefs of Palau and the ship
wrecks at Truk Lagoon, my frustration at not being able to take
underwater stereo photographs runs
as deep as the ocean itself.
Do any of your readers have any
experience with U/W m p h y ?
Does anyone know if housings for a
Stereo Realist exist or can be made?
Can two Nikonos cameras be
mounted together for stereo 3Smm
ph0tograpW
If anyone has answers to these
questions, throw me a life line so
that I don't have to drown in frustration.
Steve Cook
Wihhgton, DE m

Linex Material Sought
I am working on an article on the
dmlopment and brief photographic
history of the only filmcartridge
loaded stereo camera produced during the mid-1950'~~
the Linex Stereo
camera. This stereo camera, over ten
years ahead of its time with a film
cartridge, was manufactured by the
Lionel Corporation of New York,
New York.
The Oliver Wendell Holmes Stereo library has no background information on the Linex Stereo
camera, and present inquiries indi-

WILLIAM DARRAH
Dr. William Culp Darrah,author
of 'The World of Sttmxqaphs,'' died
May 21,1989 at the age of 80. For
much of thc past quarter century, Dr.
Darrah has been u n i d y mgaded
as a leading world authority on vintage stmoscopy. The next h e of
Stareo World will include a mom
complete obituary for this knowledgeable and generoushistorian,
whose suggestion in 1973led to the
founding of the National Stemscopic
Association. m
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n case you thought The California Raisins were just another
Hollywood production, adjust your
thinking north to the site of the 1989
NSA Convention. Those singing,
dancing figures now seen nearly
EVERYWHERE are the creation of
Will Vinton Productions in Portland, Oregon, where a 43,000
square foot studio is entirely dedicated to a clay animation technique
called Claymation", the studio's
trade mark.
Claymation first drew public attention when the animated short
Closed Mondays, by Will Vinton
and Bob Gardiner, won an Academy
Award in 1975. Since then, the studio's Academy nominations include
Rip Van Winkle (1978), The Creation (1981), The Great Cognito
(1982), and visual effects in Disney's
Return to Oz (1985). Besides
hundreds of awards in national and
international film festivals, Will
Vinton Productions received two
Emmy Awards in 1988for A Claymation Christmas Celebration and
for the Claymation sequence Come
Back Little Shiksa in an episode of

*-

R""*
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In a pre-credit sequence to "Meet the Raisins," the group appears in a clip from "Ben Herb"
(courtesy United Artichoke Studios, directed by Frederico Raspbemni) singing 'Get a Job."
O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

Moonlighting.

Other major Claymation achievements include the feature length
movie The Adventures of Mark
Twain and Speed Demon, a 12 minute sequence in the Michael Jackson
feature film Moonwalker (1988).
Most widely known of all, of
course, are the television commercials produced by the studio. In
1987, the Claymation ads made for
the California Raisin Advisory
Board won a Clio award and made
nationally recognized celebrities of
the Raisin characters, as well as
spawning a multi-million dollar
merchandising program.
Unlike flat animated drawings,
Claymation's figures and sets are
complete, three dimensional sculptures - much like those used in the
View-Master story reels of the 1950's
or the tissue views of miniaturized
French stage plays published in the
late 19th century. This Stereo World
exclusive is the first time, however,
that Claymation f i i have been
presented in actual 3-D photos. The
growing popularity of the California Raisins led to their own television special in 1988 called Meet the
Raisins. Characters and sets from
that November 4th, half-hour CBS
broadcast are presented here, as

a distinguished aamt in a tweed suit named Cecil Thyme, traces the way
The show's
"these four working class musicians have risen from a garden variety band to a pop
phenomenon" through a series of video flashbacks and interviews. O 1988 Will Vinton
Productions. 0 1988 CALRAB.

i ...isins A.C., Beebop, and Red started performing at school functions when they were just
young gmpes - 'IA bonafide, serious trio," according to host Thyme. In "Meet the Raisins,"
this scene appears as one of several black 6 white and color snapshots, "documenting" the
Raisins' early days. O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

stereographed with a Realist by NSA
member Jean Poulot, one of the clay
sculptors who worked on the
production.

Meet the Raisins is a satirical version of a rock documentary depicting the career of the California
Raisins from their first gigs (as

'When I met these guys, they ~ocranothfng but putls, umminMed talmt." The Raisin's
aJwapnrrdy-with-0-gimmickmamgm Rudy &y(Pnran, in a poolside interview with Cecil
Thyme. 0 1988 WiU Vinton Pmdudbm O 1988 CWZAB.

1

"Like View-Master, W
ill Viton Productions is a unique and
home-grown Portland contribution to visual communication.

II

Between fiIm clips of performances, movies and other interuiews, the story is tied together
by the Raisins' oron potsonu1 rpcollectiolls in the relaxed m ' n g of their living room. When
asM about their mamgec the reply is, "Rudygot us our first paying gig - only cost us ten
dollars apke." 0 1988 Will Vinton Aoductions. 0 1988 CALRAB.

Calling themselves "The Vine-yk," and adding Zoot, a gmpefruit bass player, the group

fidwork (hem singing "Sha Boom') in seedy b m like le Roach Lounge. Zoot is soon

replaced by Stretch, the fourth Raisin. O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

Ill-fated singer Cob Camway gets popped on the "Talent or Consequences" W s h o w , hosted by Ed McMelon and Banana White. Singing "TuttiFrutti" as the next act, (and their fint
TV appearance) the Vine-yls are under a 16 ton weight when Banana White lets go of its
rope in her uncontrolled enthusiasm for their obvious talent. The next day's headlines read,
"California Raisins Smash Hit"- giving the group its new name. O 1988 Will Vinton
Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

Hmingspent the next year in the hospital, the Raisins are forgotten and unable to find work.
Aftera "liveelevator music" expenenment
fails, they turn to delivenirgsinging tplegnms. When
they surprise a mountain climbing leek at the summit with 'Hin't too Proud to Beg," he does
an extended fall in a visual reference to the classic Tex Avery style of animation and humor,
O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

The Raisins rescue the leek at the end of hts pll, (and their song) this time making headlines
as heroes. The publicity results in a contract with Frederico Raspberrini to appear in a series
of movies like "TheGood, the Bad and the Wrinkled and "Star Truck,"as well as "Ben Herb."
O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

I bo of today.

grepcs) to the phenomenal pop comAlong the way, not a

legends or popular television music
or game shows is passed up. In addidon t~ a lulp
- _ atst of chmctem, the
" , I .

show involves some of the most
complex sets and exotic lighting ever
seen in a Claymation production.
Much of the studio building is a
maze of light cables, camera stands,
and partitioned table-top sets where
a number of commercials and other
projects can be in progress at any
one time. While the basics of clay
animation are fairly simple, the final product from Will Vinton
Productions involves hundreds of
hours of sculpting, set-up, and animation for film sequenoes only a
few minutes long. Most moments
are shot one frame at a time, with
c a d d y calculated changes and
movements made in the day figures
(and sometimes the set itself) between each exposure. Except for
sky uus, everything visible in
the final film is made of day. This
allows both consistency of texture
and total control of every aspect of a
scene f r o m d s to curtains to water
and rocks and the charactersthemill Viton, "Clay
selves. To quote W
is a superior substancefor animation, one which is malleable and
doesn't harden. Characters can show
a wide range of emotion as well as
transform from one startling shape
into another."
An
of 70 people at the
studio are involved in all aspects of
feature and c o m m d Claymation
production. L i k View-Master, Wi
Vinton Productions is a unique and
home-grown Portland contribution
to visual communicationwhich has
earned internationalrecodtion.
For the past two pars, the California Raisins commercials have been
among the top five most popular
television commercials in America,
achieving f i t place spot in 1988in
a poll by Marketing Evaluations,
Inc
Meet the Raisins is now available
from Atlanon home video (in 2-D)
tic Recording Corporation at a suggested list price of $14.98. To fill out
the original half-hour program, a series of never before released Claymation gags serve as parody
commercial breaks. The music
soundtrack from the show is also
available on records, CD,and tapes
from Atlantic Records. m

i

In the meantime, British rock star Lick Broccoli has d his way to the top of the
charts in the U.S. with his group, The Herbicides. Recod pmdua. and the media shower
attention on Lick as "thef i t of the British broccoli invasion," ignoring the sweet, melodic
harmonies of the Raisins. O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988 CALRAB.

I

When the Raspberrini films am quamtined by import mtrictions on foreign produce, the
now despemte Raisins go on a grueling, whistle-stop tour around the Artic Circle. This allmow audience waits to hear them perform "Cool J e r k while animator Doug Kelly adjusts
a figum - giving an idea of the scale of the Raisins and the sets. O 1988 Will Vinton
Productions. 0 1988 CALRAB.

Flying home from the moneplosing bur, the Raisins' richty plane crashes through the
back of the stage of the Ed Succotash TVshow whem Lick Broccoli and the Herbiciclos am
performing. The Raisins drop from the hatch of the plane, and finding themselves on cmnem,start singing "Signed, Sealed, Delivered, Zm
' Yours" - taking over the show and becoming overnight the superstars we know today. O 1988 Will Vinton Productions. O 1988
CALRAB.

by Paul Wing

Folding Leather French
Stereosco (circa1860)

61:

(Fig. 1, P. ing Colkction)

T

he true Brewster viewer is
characterized by very small
lenses mounted in brass tubes.
Duboscq, the Paris optician who introduced Brewster's designs in the
early 1850's, promoted larger square
cut lenses for a wider field of view.
These are incorporated in this fine
red leather folding stereoscope embossed with gold fleurde-lys. It was
especially good for looking at the
popular French tissue views such as
the set of the extravaganza Cinderella beside it on the desk.

Fig. 1.

Decorated French Viewer
(circa1860-65)

(Fig. 2, P. Wing Collection)
Many of the Brewster type viewers were beautifully decorated with
inlay or applied ornamentation. The
body of this viewer is papier-machi!
inlaid with mother-of-pearl in an
elaborate gold enhanced pattern. A
maker's imprint is seldom found,
and the optics often suffer at the expense of the external appearance.
Fine examples are not wmmon, and
competition from decorators not interested in photographic history
helps keep prices on the upswing.

Fig. 2.

The Hurst and Wood
"NaturalttSaereosc~pe
EnglishPat 1611
(May29,1862)

(Fig. 3, W.van Keukn Collection)
A remarkably sophisticated view-

er for the carriage trade, this viewer
was sold in a number of editions, of
which this is likely the most elabborate. The illustration is a Realist
snapshot which happened to bring
out the finish very well. The
horizontal lever at the front is for interocular adjustment. The large
lenses are achromats, box mounted,
and with rack and pinion focusing.

Fig. 3.

A special feature of the viewer is the
roU mounted tinted translucent
cloths for coloring the views. One
set is mounted at the top for front illumination. The second larger set is
at the rear for tmmpamdes. This

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

set has nine different combinations
for interiors, sunsets, moonlight, etc
Needless to say it is rare in any condition, and a mint example such as
this reaches well into the four figure
price range.

Scissors Type Victorian
Scope Pat 243.964
(Jul 6,1881) (L. Pattberg)
(Zg. 4,

P+ wing c o w o n )

Lewis Pattberg & Bros. operated a
factory in Jersey City Heights, N.J.
specializing in "fancypicturz
frames, toilet mirrors, etc combined
of metal, velvet, and satin." Mr.
Pattberg patented the idea of the collapsible nickle plated metal frame
which he combined in the manner
shown with a plush and satin lined
hooded lense assembly. The design
was popular and a number of minor
variations exist. It came with a handle rather than a stand. Hoods may
be found in purple, red, plum, or
gold1 It was also offered as a combined stereoscope and graphoscope,
or graphoscope only.

Perry Multiple View
Stweosa~pePat 24327
(June7,1859)

(Fig. 5, A. Wdner Collection)

In this rare double ended viewer,
flat cards which have been damped
or glued together are stored in a
holder in the circular drum.The
small crank at the lower right lifts
them into the viewing frame, lowers
them and indexes the holder for the
next view. Only three viewers are
known to exist. The eyepieas on
this finely decorated example have
been copied from another model.
Perry specificallymentions ornamenting the case 'ht pleasure. The
frame too may be highly wmught or
ornamented as the whole thing may
constitute a handsome parlor omament or piece of furniture."
The patent is the first one to describe the concept of storing pictures
in a container either round or flat
from which the pictures are successively removed for exhibition and
returned.

45x107mm Richard Mphote,
Model Mechanique
(circa1908) (Figs. 6-9,

Fig. 6.

I? Wbg Collection)

It is almost 50 years after Perry
that his concept appears in very
sophisticatedform. JulesRichard in
Paris developed a line of cameras
and viewers using glass plates for
both negatives and positives. The
most popular size was 45xl07mm
(1% x 4% "). The term Taxiphote
applies to a family of viewers in
three sizes sold over a period of over
thirty years, starting in 1903and in

competition with at least ten other
makers in France and Germany.
The standard Taxiphote is lever
operated and feeds slides in one
direction only. The Model Mechanique (1908)is very special. Figure 6
shows the viewer with the front
panel l o w e d to permit insertion of
a 25 slide tray. The crank (not a lever) at the right in figure 7, operates
a split gear assembly (Fig. 8.) to provide two completely separate functions. The first 180 degree segment
activates two rods beneath the slide
tray which push the slides up to the
viewing level, later returning them
to the tray, and indexing to the next
slide in either direction. The fancy
(Geneva)gear in figure 9, shown
from the rear, does the indexing. #1
or #25 simply repeat at the end of
the cycle in either direction.
As the slide reaches the correct
height, it is automatically transferred to a carrier, and the second
180 degree gear segment (Fig.8.)
brings the slide towards the eyepiem which are covered by a translucent screen to eliminate the
corning and going without an objectionable blackout. Just as the slide
comes into focus, a cam roller lowers the screen1 This motion permits
the use of short focal length lenses
otherwise not possible because of
the dimensions of the storage tray.
Figure 9 shows a slide in the forward
position for viewing.
Titles written in the space between the stereo images are read by
pulling on the chain (Fig. 6.) which
lowers a holder blacking out the left
eye and inserting a negative lens and
mirror system before the right eye.
The beautifully made brass mechanism is virtually indestructable.
Quick change lens sets give a choice
of two focal lengths plus a set with
reversing prisms for uncut Autochromes or negatives. Electric illumination, single or double
projection lanterns, fine storage
cabinets for up to 2000 views, and a
wide variety of cabinets were also
available.
In 1921, the standard Taxiphote in
mahogany, with simple lever action
rather than the double action crank,
sold for $100 at R.J. Fitzsimons in
New York. The Model Mechanique
sold for $150. Another option, the
Model Optique with field lenses for
enlarging the image was priced at
$140. There is also a simplified Taxi-

phote that is crank operated selling
for $60, so be sure to understand
which model is involved if you are

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9.

simply offered a Taxiphote. m
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rarge industrial crane l i p the camem rig and cage nzgn above the noodoos rocks
or a long shot of the wilderness area. (Photo by Bruno Engler, O 1989 Suntory Ltd.)
i
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t's difficult to imagine how the
superb 3-D technology utilized in
the filming and projection of the
1986 Imax film 'Transitions" could
be improved upon. Shown at Expo
86 in Vancouver, Canada (see Stereo
World, July/August 1986), thq highfidelity 3-D film was one of the exposition's biggest hits and set standards for future stereoscopic films.
That was 1986, ancient history to
Imax. For next year's world's fair
(Expo 90) in Osaka, Japan, new and
improved Imax 3-Dtechnology will
be introduced, perfecting what
everyone thought was optimum stereo only three years ago.
The big breakthrough news (and
big must be emphasized here) is that
Imax, not content with just a S-story
high 3-D image, will be presenting
the world's first ultra-high fidelity,
full stereoscopic images in a widefield, wrap-around screen theater.
Because of patent registration formalities at this time, a wall of secrecy prevents Imax officials from
speaking too k l y about their technological advances. Is the new wraparound Imax 3-Dsystem taking on
some of the charackristics of i k sister Omnimax ~lanetarium-stvle
dome screen !&stem7 No one; talking. "Let's just say the 3-D image
will fill your entire field of vision
and eliminate the window effect
once and for all," says Sally Dundas,
co-producer of the new, still untitled
film. Then she carefully adds, while
trying not to reveal too much infor-

and the
f0 in Osaka
mation, 'The new system will bring
3-D around the audience for the first
time. Special glasses involving
polarization will be introduced to
view the film."
Very little is being discussed openly. What we have gleaned from Imax
officials is that the new film will use
both computer graphics and live action sequences. It is being produced
by Hikari Kinema, a Fujitsu Ltd.
and Imax Systems Corporation partnership. The wraparound film will
be shown in a 33(Fseat theater at the
Fujitsu Pavilion in Osaka.
For the computer graphics sequence in the 15 to 17minute film,
Fujitsu has dedicated two of the
world's largest and most sophisticated computers along with a team of
more than 40 programers and systems engineers to the project. Producer/director Roman Kroitor,
Senior Vice President of Imax Systems, confidently predicts that "the
computer graphics will be more sensational than in the anaglyphic 3-D
We Are Born of Stars,' one of the
hits of Expo 85 in Tsukuba, Japan.
In wrap-around Imax 3-D, the color
images, including an introduction
by humorous puppets and some live
action, will be almost touchable.
You'll have no sense that you're
watching an image on the screen. It
will be like entering a new universe."
The Hikari Kinema film and a
"regular" Imax 3-D film, 'Wild
World" (tentativetitle), which will
be shown at the Suntory Pavilion,

Noel Archambault with the Imax 3-0 amem on location in southern Alberta. The 350 lb.
cmnem is equipped with remote controlled motors for panning, tilting and truckfocusing.
(Stereo by Kelvin Ching-Johnson.)

..

Much of the ficus of the film is on the North American buffao, ': the fiemat and most
powerful of all the EtPaturos" in the Hoodoos wilderness. Like most kids,these young ones
seem jkcinated by 3-0. (Stereo by Noel Arrhambault.)
will incorporate many new innova-

tions to perfect Imax stereo. "After
Expo 86, we carefully studied the

ways we could improve the quality
of our 3-D system," says Sally Dundas. "Average viewers weren't aware

With his Kealist, Noel Arclrambmtlt r e c o w the making of both new 3-U films covered
hem, and c a p t u d in stereo (although with fiar less wide-angle effect) many scenes similar
to those used in the films.

of some fine misalignment problems
but we were, and we immediately
began researching and experimenting with solutions. Some of the
problems were minuscule but collectively they detracted from Imax
standards especially in the sensitive
area of stereo."
"Every chain in the optical path
has been i m p d since Transitions'," says Noel Archambault, the
gifted young stereographer/operator
(see following story) working on the
two new 3-D films.'%Everything
from new lenses and how they are
focused, how the images are registered in the camera, film stock, lab
work and projection has been per-

fected to minimize errors and mis-

alignment."
New Zeiss lenses featuring a special focusing technique were used to
shoot both films. 'With standard
lenses, we found that when you turn
them to focus they move out slightly
causing the optical center to wander
a bit and the image to shift," points
out Archambault. "This slight lens
action is fine for flat films because
you never see the movement. With
two projectors, however, any vertical error on the screen will contribute to eye strain. To solve this
problem, Istec Inc, the people who
helped design and build the Imax
3-D camera, developed a new lens

The eagle waits while Noel prepares tne lmax camera for a shot much like his Realist
view. (Photo by Bruno Engler, O 1989 Suntory Ltd.)

carriage with bellows enabling the
lenses to track straight and perpendicular to the film plane instead of
rotating in a circle. As you track
back and forth, no angular errors
are created. Both lenses are controlled by motors which allow Linda
Danchak, first camera assistant, to
focus both exactly together. The
irises have drives on them, too." Archambault adds that Zeiss removed
the helicals from standard Hasselbald lenses, put them on an Imax
bayonet mount, and then they were
mounted on the lens carriage.
Even the film stock has been improved for the new Imax 3-D system. Archambault explains: "Since
both cameras are shooting into a
beam splitter, one camera sees
through the splitter, the other gets
its image from the mirrored surface.
This mirrored image, which is the
left eye, is upside down. Projected
normally, this image would be completely backwards. Because Imax
runs horizontally, you just turn the
film over when printed instead of
optically flipping the film. When
you do this, there can be a small
variation between the center and the
edge of the film stock which causes a
slight vertical shift. Over a period of
time, the shift builds up and we
found that, given all the toleranthat the ANSI standards allow for
film stocks, there could be up to
12-thousandthsof an inch error,
which translates to about 4" on the
screen. This exceeds the limits which
the human eye can adapt to. In
terms of correcting vertical misalignment, the rule is each eye can rotate
upwards or downwards about % " the absolute limit. With Kodak's
help in providing tighter tolerance
stocks, we've managed to limit ourselves to less than 10-thousandths of
an inch error by the time the image
registers with viewers1'
In addition to the two 3-D films,
two other films will be presented in
the regular Imax system at Expo 90.
A still untitled film will be showcased in the Sankin Kai Pavilion and
"Magic Carpet" (tentativetitle) will
be shown at the Sanwa Midori
Pavilion. The latter film, which follows the migration of Monarch butterflies to Mexico,will be projected
on two screens, one directly in front
of the audience, the other directly
below the audience where extrawide aisles will enable viewers to

thrill to aerial images literally under
their feet.
Expo 90 marks a special anniversary for Imax. It was the 1970
World's Fair in the very same city
that was the catalyst for developing
the revolutionary Imax giant screen
experience. 197l saw the first permanent installation in Toronto,
Canada, and since then Imax has
equipped 14 pavilions at 12 expositions. Always in the forefront of
film technology, the two new Imax
3-D films in Osaka next year promise to advance the state-of-the-art
stereo cinema to new standards of
excellence.

Thoughts on 3-D from an
Imax Stereographer
Noel Archambault regrets that a
whole new generation of potential
filmmakers will never have access to
their family's 8mm cameras to experiment and develop their creative
talents with. 'There are camcorders,
of course, but it's not film," claims
Archambault. The stereographer of
the two new Imax 3-D films got his
start in filmmaking at age 9 when he
and his friends borrowed his family's 8mm camera and made a &reel
version of "Rumpelstiltskin." Many
films followed, all with instrumental
soundtracks recorded on separate
tapes.
It was while studying for his
bachelor of arts at Simon Fraser
University in Vancouver, Canada,
that he enrolled in their film workshop. His interest in 3-D led to experimenting with 35mm SLR
cameras and eventually making a
stereo film as part of his thesis. "I
built a crude 3-D rig using two
16mm cameras on a plate with mirrors from an old Xerox machine,"
reflects Archambault. "The film was
a learning experience from beginning to end. By the time the film was
completed I figured out how to
shoot it correctly."
The film, "George N o d s in
Depth," about a well-known Canadian sculptor, along with a written
study on stereo eventually caught
the eye of Colin Low, 'Transitionsrr
codkctor and National F i Board
of Canada veteran. Archambault,
who had been working at the Film
Board, washiredbybwtobethe
first camera assistant on the first
Imax 3-D film. In his short, but very
successful career, Archambault fol-

Wild Worlds cougar in the "Hoodoos"of Alberta - natural sculpturs of sandstoneformed
by the actions of wind, water, sun and ice over millions of years. (Steeo World will report
on any bture plans for showings of either new film in North America.) (Sterm by Noel Archambault.)

lowed 'Transitionsrrwith work on
"Niagara: Miracles, Myths and
Magicrrin standard Imax. In 1987he
was contracted to do further 3-D research and to help design the new
camera mount for the two new Expo
903-Dfilms.
Where do young stereographers
start? While at university, Archambault read everything he could find
about 3-D including the landmark
American Cinematographer s k m
issues and many articles in the
SMFTE journals. "In many ways
these magazines had excellent somaterial," says Archambault, but he
quickly adds, "Soon I learned that
much of what was written wasn't always accurate. Many of the formulas just didn't work. Some, in fact,
were mathematically incorrect to begin with. Most of my Imax 3-D calculations are based on Raymond
Spottiswoodersarticles even though
I don't agree with all of his ideas.
Many of his theories are tied to a
weird psychology of perception
which doesn't always work - at least
they didn't for me."
Archambault believes that a lot of
people err when they try to apply
mathematics to the way we see
things. He confesses that he doesn't
use calculations that much. 'You
have to go through a certain mathematical logic to ensure that you
don't strain people's eyes by making
them cothingstoo closely,
and you certainly don't want to

make their eyes diverge. At Imax,
one of the things we generally don't
do is conthe camera unless
we're shooting closeups. Many 3-D
experts disagree with this but I've
found you can't predict absolutely
where people are going to see things
in a theater."
Archambault candidly admits
that although he uses a computer
program for closeups, he tends to ignore it most of the time. ''Inmy
mind I know where thingsare going
to be. Sometimes you can get so involved in the technology you forget

shoot part of the cougar sequence for
'Wild World." The m o r n and small
m e seen here weigh about 1200 lb.
combined. Note support vehicles at the
top of the ridge. (Sterm by Noel Archambault.)

you're making a film. Of course you
must ensure that the images are precisely aligned and in synch, but ultimately you have to forget about this
and consider what's going to make
the best shot." He points out that a
lot of baggage has come along with
3-D. "There are a lot of things people say you can't do in stereo. Realizing the basic fundamentals of
alignment, don't say something can't
be done. Anything is possible in
3-D. We have to learn what the

medium can do of its own and not
try and make it do things that other
mediums can do perfectly well without 3-D. If you forget you're watching a 3-Dfilm then why make it in
3-D?"
Filming Imax 3-D involves a team
effort, explains Archambault. The
directors (RomanKroitor for the
wide-screen film and Stephen Low
for 'Wild World") along with Archambault and Andrew Kitzanuk,
diffcaor of photography, went

Sculptor William Lthman works on the hoof of a buffalo, symbol of the wildlife nearly
destroyed by human activity. Accoding to Wild World Films Ltd., the film seeks "to remind us of the elemental origins we share with the buffaloand in fact all life on Earth."
(Stereo by Noel Alchambmrlt.)

Smoke is always a dependable special effect in staoo, and combined with the head of William Lishman's buffalosculpture it mates an exotic ceremonial mood - one that could well
emphasize the stated purpose of the film's prvducm; 'A11matures are mated by the sun,
wind, fire, and rain. We all emerge one way or another from the soil, and however invincible we are for a time, we must all return to enrich the soil. By looking at wildlife in such a
way, we might begin to feel a stronger bond or empathy, and perhaps in the future behave
with greater wisdom."(Stereo by Noel Archambault.)

through a process of role playing to
find the right working relationship.
"Andy has created some incredible
lighting techniques to complement
the director's vision," says Archambault. "Iframe the shots to make
sure they look good stereoscopically.
Moving the camera a few feet can
sometimesmake a good shot look
better without compromising anyone's ideas or ideals."
According to Archambault, filming widtscreefl Imax 3-D is pretty
much like filnung regular stereo except nobody is 100% sure at this
moment how the film is going to
look on the ultra-wide wrap-around
Fujitsu Pavilion screen in Osaka. A
15-foot wide domed screen which
they use as a prototype, nicknamed
"the dome of doom," is currently the
only way Imax officials can get an
idea - in miniature - of how the film
is going to look. "I've studied the
drawings of the Fujitsu theater," says
Archambault, "and I can figure out,
for example, if a person is 24feet
from the screen where he or she will
see an object. Some images may
start out as a flat plane but on a
dome screen they wrap around and
become closer to the audience at certain points. We really should be using a fisheye lens to shoot this film
but if you put two fisheye lenses
close together they see each other."
Archambault, an active Realist
photographer, feels that the stereo
photography world and stereo filmmaking world don't communicate
enough with each other. "Even
though the mediums are different,
there's a lot of knowledge that isn't
being shared. Everybody has a
different opinion, a different style
and a different theory that could
benefit others."
Because not enough people have
seen stereo films, he believes that the
language of a 3-D film has not yet
been fully developed.
"In the final analysis, 3-D is not
like real life. We see things in 3-D
every day of our life even though we
take it for granted. Stereo photography tries to reproduce it but doesn't
fully achieve it. You're not absolutely looking at an object that's in the
middle of the theater, you're actually looking at a 50-foot screen where
an illusion is created of something
that isn't d l y there." He goes on to
point out that 3-D is not the same
(Continued on page 36)

PORTLAND & OREGON
IN REELS AND SLIDES
by John Dennis

I

f the result of a coin toss had been
different, the 1989 NSA Convention would have been scheduled this
August in Boston. Not that the site
selection process for NSA conventions is really that informal - the
coin toss was in 1845,and determined that a small clearing on the
west bank of the Willamette River
would be named Portland. The site
was about halfway between the two
nearest outposts of civilization, (as
defined by the white settlers of the
day) Oregon City to the south and
Fort Vancouver to the north.
Based on a claim filed with the
provisional government at Oregon
City in 1844,the 640 acres destined
to become downtown Portland was
owned at the time of the coin toss by
two men from Oregon City. Lawyer
Asa Lovejoy was originally from
Massachusetts and wanted the new
town named Boston. Merchant
Francis Pettygrove was from Main,
and favored the name Portland. In
Lovejoy's words, they "snapped up a
copper," and Pettygrove won the
toss. By the summer of 1846 Portland had about 15 houses, sixty residents and a few basic businesses,
Pettygrove's store and wharf among
them.
While trees had been cleared to
show where the town's future streets
had been surveyed, many stumps remained, and posed enough of a hazafd to travelers at night that many
were whitewashed to make them

more visible. This quickly earned
Portland the nickname "Stumptown" - a name that was to stick
through several years of competition
with other cities along the river for
the position of primary port and
center of commerce.
While Portlanders may have
known the name of their town in
1845 and 46,their nationality was a
bit less certain. A joint occupancy

agreement had given citizens of both
Britain and the United States free access to Oregon since 1818.But by
1844,American settlements on the
Columbia and Willamette Rivers
were growing fast enough to upset
the balance of commercial interests
established by the British Hudson's
Bay Company. That same year, the
issue of American control of the
then far larger "Oregon Country"

"Mount Hood (11,245feet) from Portland's West Hills." Scene I from "Portland City o f
Roses," View-Master Packet A2531. What would otherwise be a typical postcard view of
the city is given a bit more intimacy (and depth) by shooting it from a backyard. @ 1974
View-Master Ideal Group, Inc.

While two or three View-Master reels include aerial views of Portland, none are
hyperstereo pairs. With its many bridges and hills, Portland has the kind of texture
that works well in aerial hypers, and NSA member lean Poulot is constantly trying
new angles thanks to a fiend with a small plane. This one is looking east, and shows
a comer of the downtown area, the Wilamette River, and the site of the 1989NSA
Convention - centered among the group of buildings at the upper left, on the east side
of the river.

had helped James K. Polk win the
Presidency, and the British correctly
feared he would cancel the agreement.
Elements on both sides ready to
go to war over the matter were loud
enough that the British sent spies to
determine sites for fortificationsand
the exact numbers of American settlers in the area, in case Britain
decided to hold the territory by
force. Their reports to headquarters
in Canada concluded that a small
British force stationed at Oregon
City "would overawe the present
American population" and also included the observation; "The situation of Portland is superior to that
of Linnton, and the back country of
easier access. There are several set-

.

"Prize roses grow in International Test Gardens." Scene 2 from "Portland City of Roses,"
View-MasterPacket A2532. The rose has been a key promotional symbol for the city since
the turn of the century, and they can be seen almost everywhere -from milk cartons to
postcards to parks and yards. O 1974 View-MasterIdeal Group, Inc.

-
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"Cape Perpetua, Coast of Oregon." Scene 3 from "Scenic U.S.A.," View-MasterPacket
A996.3. Even the most limited look at Oregon's stereo potential would have to include the
coast. On this reel, View-Mastergives us the classic guy-on-the-edge view, looking south
from the highest viewpoint on the centml Oregon coast. O 1963 View-MasterInternational Group, Inc.

Lmss inclined to risk friends or fmnily members on risky perches, many current
stemographm try hypets when faced with the sort of vista presented by the nearly level tmil clinging to the side of Cape Perpetua. Made with a pair of air synchronized Kodak Retinette IA's at about 15 feet separation, this view shows the miles of rocky tidal
pools extending south from the cape. (Stereo by Mark Willke.)

I

tlements on the banks of the river,

I

render them valueless for cultivation, and but few situations can be
found adapted for building on."
Portland was two and a half years
old before the compromise AngloAmerican Oregon Treaty established
the final boundary between the U.S.
and Canada at the 49th parallel,
ending any uncertainty about which
flag would fly over the Oregon Territory. In the years that followed,
Portland eventually surpassed all
the other towns along the river as
the center of commerce, population,
and communication. A plank road
over the hills gave the city the best
access to the rich farm and timber
lands to the west. and navigation
much farther up the river tian the
Portland harbor could prove tricky
in low water years.
As with many western cities, photographic activity began in the 1850s
- portrait work growing with the

I

than
Local stenographers active in tho 1980's freqwntly like to get much closer to
View-Masterever did (even in their wildflower studies). They am also likely to choose subjects like this Foxglove, which can be found growing either wild or cultivated throughout
western Oregon. These blossoms were shot from about 5" with a separation of about
4mm. (Stewo by John Dennis.)

population and commercial work
slowly expanding to record new
buildings, industries and means of
transport. Examples of Oregon or
Portland stereographsprior to the
early 18609or late 18509 are rare
enough to be much sought after
prizes, however. The smaller markets for views meant that those few
early photographers who did produce stereographsactually made
relatively few copies and sometimes
were so informal about the whole
business as to neglect captions, or
their own names, or both.
By 1867, when Watkins made his
dramatic panorama of Portland
from the southwest hills, the city
had nearly 7,000 people and was (or
would soon be) seen in stereos by
several photographers based on or
touring the west coast, as well as in
the work of a growing number of
photographers based in Portland or
other towns in Oregon. Among the
names most closely associated with
stereographsin and around Portland
itself are Dennie, Watson, Mayer &
Callaghan, Abell, Greene, Davidson, Scotford, Frost, Buchtel &
Stolte, Goethe, and Stevens.
Most of the larger view publishers
included at least a few scenes of
Oregon and/or Portland in their
lists, whether from their own negatives or those purchased from local
photographers. According to recent
research by Peter E. Palmquist,
M.M. Hazeltine of Baker City, Oregon may have been responsible for
many Oregon images appearing on
the mounts of several publishers.
Views by (and information about)

Oregon stereographers like Bennett,
Patterson, Watson, Britt, and Crawford are eagerly sought by collectors, as is the work of Mrs. P.H.
Smith, one of the first women active
in stereo photography in the state.
From 1904to about 1908, Portland appeared on hundreds of
different stereographs, at least in
print, when the Keystone View
Company included the city's name
among other regional offices across
the right side of the mounts. h r d ing to noted Oregon collector Robert
Wright, the Portland office could
opened as early as 1897and
have dosed, at least ar a
ness with its own address, shortly
after Portland actually started ap(Continued on page 45)

"MULTNOMAH FALLS DWER PART," a scene on View-Master reel No. 152, "WATER
FALLS ALONG COLUMBIA HIGHWAY - OREGON." The falls and its bridge (including
an earlier wooden version) have been fiavorite photo subjects for many years. There are
seven views of it in Watkins' E-Smenes,
alone (See Mar./Apr. '83). This faded but nicely
composed view is on a hand lettered, tan front/white back reel from the mid 40's. O 1945
View-MasterIdeal Group, Inc.

Detail studies of bridges, buildings and other artifacts associated with the Columbia River
Scenic Highway (opened in 1915)are now often as popular photogmphic subjects as the
scenery itself, even here at Multnomah hlls. (Stereo by Mark Willke.)

Hypers by Walk,\
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long

my
that .*lao pictures of our
should be sprinkled with a fewwide
basevieWs.-Theyarefuntomake
and fascinatingto view. You can

make! them using your trusty stereo
camera, but it is easier with a full
35mm camera, pderably with automatic film transport and one of the
newer compact zoom lenses.

This flower deamted h i s s Chalet was shot at about one foot spacing without mooing my j&. It couldn't be done on a windy day. A nice "norma1" view of this lovely
510(1( Inn is certainly possible, but a hyper is a fine companion piece.

Illustrationsfor this short essay
are pictures I made on the trip to the
1987ISU Congress at Inter-,
Switzerland. (See Stereo World,
Nov./Dec '87.)All were made with
an Olympus OM-G with a
35435mm zoom. They were made

The deck of a lake steamer at Luceme and almost complete calm made this shot easy.
Normally it would be advisable to keep the water out of the picture but the boats at
anchor make a nice foreground. The Casino is the center for sophisticated night life in
Luceme.
Always get as high as you can on a boat. I sometimeswish I could climb the smokestack! This shot was made with the worn Jense set at about 100mm. at F 4 and infinity. K64 film allowed a s p d of 1/500 SE. ThorP a n lots of fine boat trips all
the
world a made to order mooing platform. Don't merlook the possibilities when approaching or leaving the clock with the boat at walking s p e d or less.

-

in three different ways: (1)By shifting one's body for up to about one

foot separation or by walking or
to one side. (2)By riding in
or on a moving vehicle - in this case
a boat and a cable car. (3)By flying
in a plane.
Every day when the air is calm, I
think hyper' There are
op
FJo*unities. The idea is to increase
the depth of the m e by taking suecessive pictures at greater than norma1 eye separation and not have
rnything move while you are going
an art as a
about it. ~tis as
science.

ate$ Wire & Wing

Glacier on Mt. Titliss, Switzerland from a cable cur. The camem was held at an angle
as best as I could, parallel to the angle of ascent. Them is always some error and
mounting is a bit tedious, but challenging.

One perplexing question is how
far to move between shots. The
mathematical genius spouts the
numbers, but seldom gets around to
making good pictum. In mal life,
you simply try a few, and profit
from your mistakes. As you move
your head back and forth or are carried along by boat, car, train or
plane, it is easy to see the relative
motion of objects in the field of
view, and you soon learn to j u b
when to press the trigger. As a basic
comment: if you see much dative
motion, you have probably moved
enough1

The biggest problems at the start
are:
1. Moving too far - excessive depth
is worse than not enough.
2. Overlooking a stray object like
the top of a tree that is far closer
than the main subject. It pays to
look for high viewpoints like a
cliff or tall building.
3. Too many moving objects cause

anomalies. Fast moving clouds or
their shadows, people, cars, wind
blown laundry, smoke or steam
plumes, and so on are reminders
of some of the hazards.
Much more could be said. If these
pairs tempt you to try a few,and
problems develop, drop me a line
with return postage and I will try to
help. E m better, send along Samples - mounted or not - to Paul
W ' i 50 Ploret Circle, Hingham,

MA 02043. RI

Aerial b e t s from planes are quite a bit trickier. ThT one was taken from a two place
Cema 150. From Interlaken, a b m k in the clouds gave a glimpse up the Lmrtorbrunnen Valley to the high Alpine peak. The plane was bouncing and wobbling a bit, and

it is almost impossible to maintain a good base line under these conditions. The trick
is to fix the vkuf?nder on an object in the scene and use your body as a gimbel mount,
Iotting the plane rotate mound you. The final corrections are made in mounting.

EARLYAND RARE
VIEWS FROM
OUTSIDETHE U.S.
by Russell Norton

T

his column chronicles what appears to have been the first year
of the London Stereoscopic Company. Important new information
about changes in the company's
name makes it possible to approximately date some cards sold about
1855.
The earliest reference I have located to the existence of the company
that was to become the London
Stereoscopic Company is an advertisement in the April 21,1855 issue
Enlargement o f the embossed oval in the
upper left comer o f "Familyo f Foxes."
~~~d side lighting and a magnifier are
often needed to see the difference between "Stereoscope"and "Stereoscopic"
in the views from 313 Oxford St. The
many tinted views the company later
produced range from among the best to
quite mediocre - probably due to the
great quantities involved.

I
1

u
of the "Photographic Journal" (#29,
received 1May, 1855by the British
Museum). In this advertisement
they call themselves the "Stereoscope Company" and are located at
313 Oxford Street.
The second earliest reference
known to me is in the May, 1855 issue of the "Art Journal" (p. 167)
which refers to the company as "the
Repository of Art" at 313 Oxford St.
and praises them saying that "some
views taken by the artists of the
company were the finest in tone and
sharpness that we ever saw." By July,
(see below) London Stereoscope Co.
advertisements quote from this review. Subsequent advertisements
quote from first two and then three
reviews, so this seems to be their
earliest press.
The company's second advertisement in the "Photographic Journal"
is in the July 21,1855 issue (#32,
received 1August, 1855by the British Museum) by which time they are
referring to themselves as 'The London Stereoscope Company."
A more complete form of the
company's name at this time ap-
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pears to have been the "Artistic
Repository and London Stereoscope
Company." This is the listing used in
the Post Office London Directory
(Kelly & Co.) for 1856. By the time
the directory appeared, however,
the company had decided to change
its name. This 1856 edition of the
directory has a preface dated
November 7,1855 and was compiled about September 1855 while
the "City Agency" (see below) was
still active.
How did the sign at the company's place of business actually read?
"Stereoscope Company" then "London Stereoscope Company and
Repository of Art" or perhaps "Artistic Repository and London Stereoscope Company"? Possibly only a
trade sign in the form of a large
stereoscope hung at street level.
There is certainly some confusion
about what the company was
named; and, it would seem, within
the company about what it should
be named. If they believed they were
going into the business of selling
stereoscopes to the public, they
would have immediately discovered

"Familyof Foxes," a rare example o f a tinted view bearing the embossed name "London Stereoscope Company" with the 313 Oxford St. address. This dates the view circa
1855, much earlier than the majority of the company's tinted views. Only a handwritten title appean on the back of this perhaps generic mount. (Russell Norton collection.)

that they had to be also a "Repdb
ry of Art"l Subsequent sales may
have convinced them that selling
stereoviews was better repeat business than selling stmoscopes.
The company's first "Art Journal"
ad-ent
is in the September*
1855issue of the " M v d s d ' see
tion @ i). This valuable section is
unfortunately seldom found because
it was almost always discarded when
libraries bound the magazine. Unacpectedly, the advertkment lists a
"City Agency" of the London

T ~ d n t i f i r t g r t i n d a i ~ ~ t h e 5 4 C ~ ~ a n d a i a b e i o n

1 . (lniPs
h.k k ihtifyhg the uiew as "Crvmwell!~
Bridge, Glengariff,near Killarmy.'' It n
that the M g e was built following a threat fivm Cmmwell to hang a local man
for every hour of delay on his next mssing of the h e r . (TracyBrvwn collection.)

Steremcope Co. at 29 Moorgate
Street which*I believe*has not been
previously documemted.
Something of the history of the
"City Asplcy" mentioned a h can
betracedfrom~lishgsinthe
annual Post Office London DitPctory. The 1895directory lists Samuel
Tamatoa W
i
l
l
i
a
m
sas a bookseller

No. 42, "TheItalian Court, No. 3."fium the series "TheInternational Exhibition of
1862."%me of the best tinting of uety d l detail is found in this particular series of
Crystal Palace views, genenally athibuted to WilMamEngland. (Tm
Brvwn collection.)

and g e n d stationer at 29 Moorgate Street. The next year's DitPctory, which would have been compiled
about September, 1855, lists William Williams, booksdkr, as the
"agent" for the "London Slweosmpe
Co." at this address. This &tionship*which was first*a
in
September, 1855, may have been terminated abrudv since October,
1855and subkqknt ad '
ts
no low mention a d 4 C i x , ,
the 1(15edition
1
of the M ~ *
William Williams is still listed as a

bookseller at AY Moorgate Stmet,
but with no mention of the h n d o n
Stereoscopic Company. No
stemwiews are known to me which
are marked as having been sold at
this address.
The earliest use of the more familiar 'The Iandon Stemxcopic Company"name1hawscenisinthe
"Photographic Joumal"for Deember 21,1855 (#37, reaeiwd 1January, 1856 by the British Museum).
The decision to make this slight but
significant change in the company's
name may have been made late in
1855and announced to coincide

London Stem--- pic and Photogmphic Company, No. 48 - "SouthEast T m C : . ' '
The Exhibition of 1862 series has no embossed stamps and the cards me blank on the
back in both tinted and non-tinted versions, as here. (Tmcy Brown collection.)

I

with the New Year since the December 1855advertisement in "Art Journal" still refers to the 'Iondm
Stemmope Company."
The first refemma I have found to
a branch at 54 Cheapside appears in
an adverthment in the February 21,
1856 "Photographic Journal" (#39).
It seems likely that George S. Nottagemayhavebeenthemmagerat
this branch since this is the business
address he used when registering the

No. 48 of the Exhibition of 1862 series tinni The d of the b a n m muy have stood
out lCSS bejbm the other colors farlod over the years. (Tracy Braon collection.)

'Ghost in the S t e m p e " on
November 19,1857 (Hall of Public
Records: Copy 3 #9).
Early embossed views that read
"London Stereoscope Company 313
Oxford St." inside a single oval outline should date from circa 1855. I
haveseenveryfewcardssoembossed. Views embossed "London
Stereoscopic Company" from either
the 313 Oxford Street or 54 Cheap
side address should be about 1856
or later.
At the 313 Oxford Street branch,
Jones is lis*d manager

in the 1856 Post Office London

tember, l859when the 1860Post
OffiaDirrcborywampbhd,his
ULd at 1% oxford
6his
own name ae a "pubhherof 8&at?0-

hmthe~ondon~
Company's "NorthAmericun"soria, this is No. 131,
' A Quiet Nook. Veiro=
L%land,N i g a r . Stamped with the firm's 5.34 B d way a d d m in New York, this gem surpaaws not only the tinting quality of most othg r a p h s & d 1 ~ t 1 8 ~ sr
~ viewa of the tinu,(cinn1859 to d y 1860's) it dso outshines d y any other
examples from Lonclon Saorposcopic before or afaor. ( B d t Rowlos coJMon.)

did not bmt
an in-rhtheOOmPVuntilabut
1856.
The evolution of the London
Stereoscopic Company's stuck during their first year may be traced
primeyl through their advertise-&
ad, in *&
1855 mentionsskmx of 1%,
old m,
1hes
in -t
varictyctY~
~ y ,dew
in
Journal" pdses their improved
-pe
with
'
thet

--

-

is
Somewhat mom typicid of tinted v d n s of views in the "NorthAmen'ca.. .,
No. 132 "The Smitksonian Instihde."Rather than a single ssrirs, them may have
b~5or6diffinnt~psiraud~di~ttim~t~~ingima((osnnLby~~1)e
photograph besides WilliamEngland, according to the tpcontly published NSA
Monograph #1 by tK. T d w e l l and Herbert Mitchell, mering in detail the L.S.C.
"NorthAmerican" series.(T K. TrsadJell collection.)

-

By late July they advertise they have
puFchased a laqe portion of Moan
of -pe~
and
and -8

their entire stock of Italian, German, French, and English views.
Other views specifically offered in
thislate July ad .rr "Albert Smith as

" P i c t u m Ramblings in Old England." Stampad and distributed by London
StorPoocopic Cornpuny in the d y 1860's, this is very likoly one of the many "rural
mtirtic -"
from the J. Elliott ssrirsstemogmphed by WilliamM. Grundy. (Note
"G 659"scmtchedon the negative in the lower right comer.) (Bmndt Raoles colkction.)

Guy-Faw, Holmes as the Dead Guy,
Pqarations for a m o b , Peeping
Tom, A F
e
O@W
Crystal PalaceI A Fighting Militia
Man,The Rabbit on the Wall, Soldiem at Skittles, Harvesting,An entire School,Crystal Palace kuntains." The views listed in thisJuly,
1855ad seem to me b represent a
mixture photographemprobably
including James Elliott, T.R e Wile
hams, and a photographer who

mt

soft, n o r o ~ g i n d V i e w i s s t v m t p d d t h t h W ~ a d d ~ a n d
identified with an &y
borderad tan paper label on the back, similar to the vier0

of CmmwelI'sBridge. (Tmg Btrna wllection.)
seems to have done an extensive series for the company, but whose

identity still eludes me. In the September, 1855 "Art Journal" (Advertiser) they advertise "1000
BEAUTIPUL GROUPS AND
SCENES." In the October "Photographic Journal"they advertise
vim from:"Pompeii, Ranee,
Spain,Rome, W c e , Flomce,
F'adua, Milan, Como, Heidelberg,
The Rhine, Spaniah dancer^, French
-I

-E

Cllnt.I

G-,

RllJ118

and Old Castles, Antique Statuary,
Modern StatuaryrGroupsrM i l i w ,
!kid, Domestic and Amusing, in
endless wiay."They also advdae
'The T
& ~tupplied"d a r e clearly

44

q,m.vT--rTpFprsFF

exprudinsW~thcwh~lcSaea~Wtll.
*tiOn
wd&h
~ t ~ ~ b r l b i n c s s . &aclaimtokthismonydwcrrnt
~ ,
l = t h c y ~ i n ~ ' ~subpcts.InFebruary,1185~ad~
hd"of
"1Or000
vertise in the "PhotographicJoulc
-PIC
GROUPS AND
'The ~t
c o w O nin
This would seem to be an
Europe, upwards of 10,000."m
London Sten?oswpic and Photognzphic Company, No. 28 - "The Nme fmm the
East* Dome."

Wim Depth

BPSK #84-98, " ~ U N T A l N SAT PETRODVORETS - Joker's huntain 'Dwanchik:"

M

y expectations of shopping on
a trip to Russia last August
were low to say the least and the last
thing I expected to find h s anything to do with stereo1 But there, in
a case in a dimly lit corner of our
hotel lobby in Leningrad was the unmistakable shape of a stereo viewer.
The box confirmed it:
Ctepeockon-3, Russian for stereoscope. But no clerk would be available until late that afternoon, so on
to a bus to the Summer Palace.
Along the approach to the Summer Palace, a wonderfully restored
summer home of the czars, several
vendors sat behind small tables selling trinkets and souvenirs. Now on
the lookout for stereo items, we
spotted them quickly and made a
beeline for the table. The set of 20
views sold here was only of the
Summer Palace and its fountains.
Perhaps the most entertainingof the
many sparkling fountains is the one
for children. Concealed beneath a
bed of small rocks, water jets go off
at random when a child steps on a
particular rock, drenching the unlucky ones. One of the slides portrays the fun.
Soon we were finding stereo slide
sets at other places such as the Hermitage and kiosks along the streets,
and began to wonder how many sets
were available. Along Nevsky Prospect, the main shopping stteet of
Leningrad, we noticed a photogaphy store with a woman selling s b
reo slides at a table out in front1
Inside, we managed to convey to the
clerk that we were interested in the
stereo slides and handed a list. As
my sister and I compared the sets we
had already purchased to the ones
on the list, a boy of about ten came
up and began to help us translate.

Collectorswith older slides of this type have noticed mpid image fading from the
edges - perhaps due to the adhesive used over the entire inner surface of the cardboard
sandwich - a substance distressingly simihr to rubber cement!

The same trick fountain seen in BPSK #84-98. One e x p h c o d tnmelor insists that the water is actually turned on by an inmnspicuous old gentleman on a nearby bench with a concealed valve. (Stor00 by Diane Fitzpld.)

ct,
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Windowsin the Soviet tourist slides are 23mm high by 27%mm wide, very slightly
smaller than the "standard"mask for T-sprocketfonnat slides. Separation, huwever, is
only 58mm, compared to the 62 to 62!hmm center separation found in most mounts
used in the west. Letters at bottom center are BPSK, identifying the publisher/
manufacturer of the slides, with their unique "handle" at the top.

BPSK #81-13, 'ARCHITECTURALMONUMENTS OF NOVGOROD - Chur~h
P m k e u y Piatnitsy-Nu-Tom. 13th - 17th century. View from southwest."

BPSK #85-12, "Thebears arrived home hungry and wantea w dine."

BPSK #85-18, "Mishytkasaw the girl and exclaimed - 'Hemshe is! Hold her! Hold
her:"

When we finished, I offered him my
pen and he politely thanked me. But
when my sister gave him a full package of red cinnamon gum he broke
out in the biggest grin you can imagine! He reciprocated by giving us a
package of Leningrad postcards.
As to the slides and the viewer,
the viewer is made of white plastic
with gray or red trim and has only
one adjustment for focusing. The
slides come 20 to a set and are the
seven-sprocket European type. The
slides seem to have been taken during the 608, judging from the clothes
people are .wearing.While the quality is fair, they are not exceptional.
The following is a list of the sets
we purchased:
75-1/20
The Russian Museum
78-1/20
79-21/40
80-1/20
81-1/20
85-1/20
84-1/4140
84-61/80
&1-81/100
88-1/20

The Hennitage
Moscow at Ninht
The Little ~ea~(fairytale)
Old Russian Ch&
The Three Bears (fairytale)

Ch:dhn w m among Diane and M a u m b fiooodie subjects on their Soviet )rip This child
in a deep d suit is identified on the mount as "theSanta C h baby." (Stem by Maureen
*.)

Kiw
Moscow

Fountainsat the
Summa Palace
The Fajr Tide Cake

If purchased with rubles at the
official exchange rate, the cost for a
viewer and one set of slides was $6
(U.S.);a set of slides alone was $2. If
one used rubles pufihased on the
black market, the cost would have
been cut by 75%.It is intemsting to
note that the black market in rubles
flourished outside hotels, on the
streets and even in hotel dining
rooms!
The only other city we visited was
Moscow and we did not see any ste-

~ a w r m ~ s k o o t s t h ethe~ummerpalacpin~onin~mdwith
~ a t
herReaJist,
August, 1988. (Stem by Diane Fitzgedd.)

BPSK #7!U2, 'ZVENUG MOSCOW- Monument to Lenin in the Kmnlfn."Identiaal
fO~s~roithsomo~fadodvierosofChina(wWtharptionsinChinsse)haoe
been l o u d by some collectots.

reo slides there. However, judging
from the numbering system on the
slides, there may have been more
slides available, at least at one time.
I have written to the address on the
box for more information but have
received no reply.
My favorite sets are "Moscow at
Night" and 'The Three Bears."
"Moscow at Night" shows Red
Square and Lenin's Tomb; a snowy
winter scene of a statue of Lenin
with a "Red Star" off in the distance;
St. Basil's Cathedral (the onion
dome church); an example of
Stalinesque architecture; a fountain;
a woman selling ice cream bars on
the street (a typical scene); and
several river scenes.
The Three Bears is appealing because the bears depicted look like
Russian bears (as opposed to American "Teddy" bears) and are wearing
Russian peasant clothes. Goldilocks
is a poor little peasant girl wearing
plain clothes and a bubushka. The
cabin is made of giant logs and is
furnished with rough hewn wooden
furniture, a samovar, wooden
spoons and quilted blankets.
Both my sister and I managed to
get a few good stereo pictures of our
own as well. She uses a 3.5 Realist
and I use a Kodak. Most parents
were willing to let their children be
photographed. The girls wore long
stockings and often had big fluffy
bows in their hair. m

Viewer (with box) f4r BPSK slides next to some samples and a slide box habelet . mply, STEREO SLIDES ("DIAPOSITIVES'').

Russian girl with bow. (Stereo by Diane Fitzgerald.)

I

PORTLAND & OREGON
IN REELS & SLIDES (Continuedh r n page 19)
pearing on the mounts - so the name
may well have outlasted the office.
In 1939, Portland again appeared
in print on stereograph mounts, this
time as the location of the Sawyer's
company on View-Master reels. As
the cvmpany grew and spread its
product around the world, Portland
went with them on boxes, envelopes, reels, letterheads, advertise-

ments, and on most of the products
themselves. People who would possibly never have heard of the city
otherwise grew to know the name as
the source of 3-Dmarvels from reels
and viewers to cameras and projectors. One of the goals of the 1989
NSA Convention is to remind people in Portland and elsewhere of the
city's "reel" connection with stereo

imaging, this year celebrating its
50th anniversary.

Some examples of View-Master's
coverage of Portland and Oregon
are included here, along with samples of how some local NSA members have treated the same or similar
subjects in other formats of stereo
slides. m

Tips for Hypers
from Airhers
by 1-"n Weiler

F

ine aerial hyper0 can be made
during trips on commercial
airliners with careful planning and a
healthy dose of luck. The flight
should pass over terrain with some
relief as provided by mountains or
canyons, although cloud formations
by themselves can produce interesting results. Obtain advance seat assignment to ensure a window seat,
preferably not directly over a wing.
Of course the available windows
might be severely scratched and pitted, making decent photography impossible, but it might be possible to
switch seats with a nonphotographer. A lightly or moderately scratched window should still
produce good results providing that

effoEt on cloud finnations visible on my

flight to the 1982 NSA Commation in Sun lose.

the sun doesn't hit the window and
highlight each streak and pit. This
can be avoided by specifying which
side of the plane is desired when requesting seat assignment, i.e., ask
for a window seat on the left side
when flying from west to east.
At normal cruising altitudes of
about 25,000 feet or higher, fine
h~
can be made by taking one
shot and then quickly advancing the
film and taking another within 1or
2 seconds. The actual separation
will be from 700 to 2000' without
even leaving your seat1 Longer time
between exposures leads to pairs

A number of Colomdo's 14,000 fiotors am seen fm below from 30,000 feet in this view
of the snow-co~orodRockies. The Continental Dioicle merrmlers into the distance, with
Mounts Hmard a d Columbia at lower right.

I

with too much stereo effect; these
slides are more difficult to mount
and may produce eyestrain. When
shooting toward the horizon separations of 2 or 3 seconds will give
good results, but when pointing
more downward, or if clouds are
fairly close, 1to 1% seconds should
be the goal. Try to avoid removing
your eye from the viewfinder so that
both scenes will be caFefully
matched, thus simplifying mounting. A motordrive or automatic advance SLR makes this easier, but this
feature is not essential except at lower altitudes where a one second delay between exposures, about the
shortest that can be achieved manuproduce
allY will
(Continuedon page 37)
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Son of Nimslo
by John Dennis

T

he long awaited "new Nimslo"
3-D camera made its appeara n a in April, bearing the name
Nishika N 8000. Since shortly after
buying the Nimslo name and lenticular print technology, the Nissei
Company of Henderson, Nevada
had let it be known that a new version of the camera was under development, while at the same time
continuing to offer processing and
printing of film for Nimslo 3-D
prints.
Unlike the birth of the Nimslo, no
national ad campaign and promotional $fort announced the introduction of the Nishika. (Nissei had
changed its name to Nishika Corporation shortly before the introduction of the camera itself.) The first
notice that many 3-D enthusiasts had of the new camera was by
word of mouth or from newspaper
classified ads in the "Cameras" section. The Nishika is b e i i sold
through a "network marketing" approach involving independent distributors who sell the camera directly
to customers, friends of customers,
etc - at the same time keeping watch
for any potential new distributors
impressed enough by the 3-D prints
and the high-tech looking camera to
get involved in retailing it themselves.
The Nishika company makes no
sales to stores, doing business strictly with individual distributors
through its marketing outlet,
American 3-D Corporation of Henderson, Nevada. As if to assert the
totally unique independence of the
product from established photographic retailing, Nishika dealers
also sell (along with camera, flash
and case) a Nishika camera bag, a
Nishika tripod, a Nishika lens cleaning kit, and a line of Nishika color
print film!

The Nishika N8000 with the Twin Light 3000 flash. The Qwdm Lens assembly is made in
Japan, while the rest of the camera is made in Hong Kong. At the rear is a Nimslo for size
comparison, and the front of the Nishika brochure.

The Camera
The Nishika shares with the
Nimslo the same 30mm "Quadra
Lens System" with the same spacing
and format of i m m , but there
nearly all resemblance to the Nimslo
ends. The larger and heavier Nishika shows several external styling
changes, but the important differences are inside. The light meter,
visible directly under the "N" in the
name, has no automatic control over
the exposure. Its sole function is to
activate a red LED in the viewfinder
when light conditions are low
enough to require using the flash.
The shutter speed is an unchanging 1/60 sec Three possible aperture
settings (visible on the front of the
camera) control the width to which
the shutter blades open. The top setting (sun) equals f/19, the middle
setting (cloud and sun) equals f / l l ,
and the bottom setting (house and
cloud) equals f/8. (The point at
which the meter turns on the "use
flash" signal is not affected by any
change in these settings, however.)
The shutter speed and range of apertures are designed for use only with
ASA 100 color print film, which has

enough latitude to produce reasonable prints in daylight no matter
which setting is used, except in deep
shade where the flash indicator will
probably come on anyway.

The Flash
The Nishika Twin Light 3000 flash
is also non-automatic and has only
a single center contact for the hot
shoe, resulting in no change in the
camera's setting or exposure. (Interestingly, the camera's hot shoe has
three base contacts - perhaps for effect, perhaps for some abandoned
feature, or perhaps for some future
refinement.) Exposure control when
using the flash is achieved by setting
the aperture to the little house/cloud
and adjusting the angle of the large
upper flash head according to the
distance scale on the back of the
unit. The closer the subject, the
more the head is pointed toward the
ceiling. The actual exposure, of
course, will depend on the color of
the ceiling and its height - here again
Nishika is counting on the latitude
of color negative film to compensate
for the limitations of the camera.
Anyone wishing to use the Nishika

ting for f/8 or f/ll. The Twin Light
3000 uses four AA batteries rather
than the two used by the Nimslo
Opti-Lite, giving the Nishika flash
faster M e times.

The T w t
By avoiding the usual photographic market, the Nishika seems
aimed at co~wumersnot generally
familiar with cameras, and certainly
not experienced with stereo photography. None of the Nishika bromention
about the
Nimslo. (It doesn't make a great
salespointtorevealthatthisisthe
second try at a concept that was a
commercial failure the first time
around.) For Nishika, Nimslo history simply becomes part of their
WD, when their printed material
claims, 'It took 15 yeam of -arch
by hundreds of m e e r s and technicians - and more than $50 million
- to create a system so innovative
that it's protected by over 100patents worldwide." Everything about
the Nishika sales effort, both printed and verbal, aims to give the impression that this is a totally new
concept and ':. . a revolutionary
breakthrough in photogmphic technology" available only through the
exclusive N i marketing network. E m some of dnc

a

wind cnmk. Lens arsembb sticks out s q m l y jkm the jbnt of the body, alhdng
the possible design of clip-on lenses or filters.
seem unaware of the existence of the

N i d o , although those who haw
visited or talked with people in Henderson seem to have been given a
basic history of the technology and
the company.
The Nishika's design and styling
seem espedPlly aimed at those who
would be impressed by the 'look" of
a state-of-the-art, modem 35mm
camera, even if they've never used
one. The shutter release is located on
top of the battery compartment, as
if it weze a motor-wind camera, but
filmahmce is sbk-stroke
lever, as with the Nimslo. (The battery ampartment is real; the Nishika uses two AA batteries insbead of

I

the three expensive button batteries
in the Nimslo.) At the top of the
camera is perched what resembles
the penta-prism of an SLR,but
which is actually just some extra
plastic holding the hot shoe. The
viewfinder passes straight through,
underneath this decoration.
On the back is a holder for the
endflapof afilmbax, asifthecamera were designed for the possible
use of more than just ASA 100color
print film. But the fina capper is on
top of the Nishika, whem an imitation liquid aystal display screen sits
next to the advance lever1 Againrt a
grey background are printed on the
clear plastic cover the ideal distances
for background, midpund, and
foreground for lenticular 3-D prints.
It's just a printed chart, but the typefaceissegmentedtolodrlikechara&rs on areal Dscreenonareal
top-of-the-line camera.
It's doubtful that all of this
tacked-on pretense will actually deceive many, if any, people - or that it
was intended to. What is really
depressing is that someone thought
a 3-D camera needed all that h n d y
decorationino*tobefittomrket. In practice, the dealem tend to
d y far more on the truly impressive
sample 3-D prints to fascinate customersandsellthesystem.Thecamera is demonstrated with emphasis
mainly on its ease of use and on its
"Good Howekeeping"warranty
seal.

The Prints
If the sample prints mounted on

Nishikab&Ure8and&ownby
Ni&& dealers are at all
some genuine
could well
have been made to the computerized

lenticular printing system or to the
flexibility of its controls. The samples are as good or better than the
best work from Nimslo at any periodinthe~lshistory.Ontopof
that, prices have becn reduced, espedallyfor~oh.Ifyousendin
enougb fgm for 75 or more prints,
the film pmadngcharge is
dropped and you pay only the 89u
per print price. Reprints are now
$1.95, and %xlOsare $8.95, or 4.95 if
six or more atp ordered. The processing plant in Nevada is installing
more equipment in anticipation of
inaeased volume, and turn-around
time using Nishika's postage-paid
mailers is advertised as three days.

dealers, on their own, with only the
Nishika to sell, will make the differencethistime.

Whatews its limitations, the camera will function with color print
film well enough to provide truly effective 3-Dprints. If enough are
sold,thebusin~~8ofmakingthose
prints will be maintained keqing
alive at least one 3-D format in the
snapshot marketplace, and quite
possibly generating more intemst in
3-D among those who use the camera or see the prints.
Use or alteration of the camera by
more serious stereo enthusiasts may
be far less common than in the case
of the Nimslo, although it could cer-

-

tainly prove collectible as the strangest looking stereo camera in some
time. The "suggested retail price" is
$199.95. For more information on
the camera or processing for
Nimslo/Nishika prints, or for the
name of the Nishika distributor
nearest you, contact Nishika Corporation, 1Nishika Drive, Henderson,
NV 89014, or call 702-454-9000. Information is also available from Reel
3-D Enterprises. m
This column depends on readers for information. (We don't know everything!) Send information or questions to David Starkman,
P.O. Box 2368, Culver City, CA 90231.

The Future
According to its distributors, sales
of the Nishika are going well, with
many saying things like 'It practically sells itself, once people see those
printsl" How long sales levels are
maintained or grow will depend on
the continued expansion and enthusiasm of the "network" of distributors. As with other such marketing systems, distributors earn
points good for various special
awards with certain levels of sales.
New distributors are "sponsored" by
existing dealers who then are paid a
certain amount for each camera sold
by the new dealer (provided the
original dealer maintains active
sales too). New dealers must also
first purchase a camera from their
sponsor, as well as pay the company
for bmchulps and order forms, as
well as merchandise.
Meetings of distributors are held
at which sales figures and point totals are compared and the more dynamic dealers (some of whom have
started appearing at camera shows)
talk about their sales techniques.
Unlike cosmetics or houwwares, it
would seem that the market for 3-D
cameras would have a finite satwation point. If it does, the growing
army of Nishika distributors may
someday find it, abandoning behind
them another mountain of four
lensed cameras to be consumed
through garage sales and surplus
outlets.
The primary reason given by the
company for choosing this marketing system is that storesfailed to
push the Nimslo with the sort of
personal attention required by a
unique product, and that private

THE LATEST
AND THE LARGEST
IMAX 3-D
(Continued from page 16)

acperienaefor every person in the
theater. "People in the front rows
will see a compressed image while
people further back will see an expanded image. You can change in-

make thingslook different than they
are in the real world. Hopefully, as
time progresses, a language will develop so that people will become
more familiar with stereo and they

Puppehmfmm the TheatmDdO.ildthelifiofpuppetsmrdwhatit takes to boa pup*in
theopeningscquonaofthefintwmp-around, roidesnaenImax3-Dfitm,Echoesof

thesun. 7'hesepuppetsmpaboutthesizeofthepuppkms thomrcio4s,andnoattemptismade
to hide the viriblo w i The
~ group has perfowned throughout Canada, China, Algeria, the
U.S.,and Europe. (Stereo by Noel Arrhambault.)

thingsaroundandmakehyper

stereos, something you never see in
real life, but there's no language that
allows you to vary interocular and

-

thrown at them something 3-Dis
good at - but it must move beyond
that1'm

ATREASURE CHEST
OF RARE 3-D
DISCOVERIES
By Ron Labbe

ere's a really amazing piece. . .
the 3-Dimension Art Parade!
A flea market coup resulted in one
each for Paul Wing and myself. The
dealer, who'd handled arcade games
for years, said he'd never seen
machines like these, with stereo
transparencies rather than cards.
The spinning drum inside is broken
up into 6 sections of 5, each section
represented by a star on the glass
which lights up to let you know
which views are coming up.
Ours were set so two sections
played for a nickel, but the number
can be changed. On mine, the first
two were cowboys, then Buck
Rogers/Kukla, Fran & Ollie, and finally the Raising of Lazarus. Each
section is mounted in a sort of Pegco/Tm-Vue card. Half of the images
were actually sliced from TN-Vue
cards! Paul's views were Jack & the
Beanstalk, Tom Sawyer and Daniel
in the Lion's Den, but he came up
with a clever way to insert his own
slides (see photo). He also painted
and pinstriped his machine.
Unfortunately, when we'd gotten
them, their fronts had been unmercifully oil painted, with a beautiful
decal covered up. (The sides were
left unharmed.) In the square that
now says "Paul W i Special" was a
paper print of a cowboy which had
nothing to do with the views insidel

I

H

Since there's a light behind it, our
guess is that originally a transparen-

cy was there. Though not exactly

mint, the 3-Dimension Art Parade is
a goldmine. At a nickel a show, I'm
making a mint! m

TIPS FOR HYPERS FROM AIRLINERS
(Continued from page 33)
stereo and the concurrent problems
mentioned above.
Use 1/500 and 1/000 second shutter speeds and focus on infinity.
Keep the front of the camera lens
close to the window to minimize the
effect of window scratches. A
polarizer will often produce odd color swatches as it interacts with the
plastic in the window and must be
avoided. Overexposure will lead to
flat and washed out slides, while optimum exposure will produce the
best color and contrast. A good
starting point for Kodachrome25 is

1/500 sec at f/4 to f/5.6. In fact, the
inevitable contrast increase of slide
film will balance the softening effect
produced by scratches and cloudiness in the window, resulting in better photos than expected.
In the finished stereopair, window
problems and mismatches between
scenes are corrected by careful
mounting. The use of 7-sprocket
EMDE masks and mounts retains
most of the width of the &sprocket
SLR 35mm format and leaves
enough image at the sides of each
frame to produce a decent window

by masking. Vertical misalignments

that can't be corrected using the
mask are hidden under aluminum
tape, which produces a clean,
straight edge.
The perfectly detailed miniature
landscapes produced can be studied
and appreciated for hours, and once
you take a few nice hypers you may
find yourself hooked and eager to
shoot more. As an added bonus
you'll be able to drag out the SLR
you retired when you discovered
stereography and put it to good use
once again! m

STEREO
DOCUMENTATION
OF FOLKLIFE
by Thomas E. Graves

The De Turk house with its white picket fence separating yard from field. Less formal fields
were enclosed with cruder fences, such as the split-rail seen here. The house was built in
stages, with the newer portion, at the rear, standing over the foundation of the original
Boone log house. 01987 Tom Graves

Construction details of the rrlacksmith's shop. Contrary to common impression, the comer
joints of log houses are finely crafted to fit tightly and shed water. The joints form a square
comer and the logs do not overlap, as with toy Lincoln Logs or modem log house kits.
Several types of joints were used among the Germans. Here we have a " V or "saddle"
notch joint. Some people built log houses with the logs fitting snugly together, but most
left spaces requiring 'thinking:' A mud and straw chinking is used here. 01987 Tom
Graves

eople who study material culture are continually documenting the world around them via written descriptions, sketches and detailed drawings, photographs, and
film. Each means of documentation
has its strengths and adds to the total picture of the culture being investigated. Often, a combination of
techniques is required to give the detail needed to understand what is
being recorded. The combination of
drawings and photographs in architecture, or sound recordings and
photographs for musical instruments are examples.
Stereo photography is a usually
overlooked means of documentation
which can richly record details
missed by non-stereo photography
and which can only be hinted at in
drawings. Besides the obvious dimension of depth, stereo photography adds a sense of topography and
texture-and puts the relationships
between the elements into better
focus.
Illustrated here is the Daniel
Boone Homestead outside of Birdsboro in the Oley Valley region of
southeastern Pennsylvania. The
photographs selected hint at the
range of possibilities open. Not illustrated, but of equal value, would
be the stereo documentation of
crafts, such as a painter painting a
hex sign on the side of a barn or a
weaver at a loom, and events, such
as a dance or a festival.
The area surrounding the Boone
Homestead was originally settled by
English Quaker families in the early
1700's. These families included the
Lincolns (of presidential fame) and
the Boones. Daniel's father, Squire
Boone, was a weaver, blacksmith,
and a farmer. He arrived from En-

gland before 1713 and settled on this
homestead in 1730.Daniel was born
m the original log house in 1734 and
lived here until his family moved to
the Yadkin Valley of North Carolina
in 1750.He was then sixteen years
old.
The Boones sold the farm to a
family of French Huguenots who
had moved first to Germany, then to
New York, and finally to the Oley
Valley. The De Turks, and the other
Huguenot families which accompanied them such as the Bertolets, had
become more German than French
during their stay in Germany. It is
this German culture which shows in
the remaining buildings on the
Boone homestead' The
English sty1elog house was rep1aced in
stages, with a Pennsylvania German
stone house.
The Bertolet log house, the barn,
and the blacksmith shop on the homestead are stereotypical Pennsylvania
German structures. The remains on
this property tell more of the Pennsylvania Germans than they do of the
early English Quakers. The Daniel
Boone Homestead has been turned
into an open-air museum and is
operated by the Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum
Commission. m
Thomas E. Graves has a doctorate
in folklore and folklife from the
University of Pennsylvania. He is
currently teaching Pennsylvania German Folklore at Ursinus College in
Collegeville, PA. He is the photographer and co-author, along with
Dr. Don Yoder, of a (non-stereo)
book of Pennsylvania German Hex
signs.
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Redware tile roof of the bake oven building. Redware tiles were made locally and were often decorated. Although hard to see, some of these tiles have a simplified tulip pattern.
01987
T~~ craves

Construction detail of the Bertolet house. The original chinking has been replaced with cement. The effects of 200 plus years of weathering can be seen on these logs. 01987 Tom
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Handcrafted wood &

graphic view. ONLY S49.95. Pedestal

.

base $1 2.95 (add $3.00 rhp & hdl ).
~ h d l View
.
Sets Avail. incfuding

8c-

thquake and many more.

To order call toll free (800) 223-6694
T.M. VISUAL INDUSTRIES INC. 212 W.35th St.,N.Y.,N.Y.10001

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5 mll Polypropylene
CDV (3Sb"x4W)
CDV POLYESTER 2-mil
POSTCARD (3%"x5%")
4 x 5"
STEREO (3YiVx7")
STEREO POLYESTER
CABINET (4Wx7")
5x7"
BOUDOIR (5w""h")
8" x 1 0
11" x 14"
16" x 20" (unsealed flap)

per 100: $7
per 100: $9
per 100: $7
per 100: $7
per 100: $8
per 100: 2-mil
per 100: $9
per 50: $6
per 25: $5
per 25: $6
per 10: $6
per 10: $10

case of 1000: $60
case of 1000: $80
case of 1000: $60
case of 1000: $50
case of 1000: $70
$10 or 3-mil $14
case of 1000: $80
case of 1000: $90
case of 500: $70
case of 200: $34
case of 100: $35
case of 100: $90

Russell Norton, P.O. Box 1070, New Haven, CT 00504-1070
SHIPPINfi SA anr order. Institutional billina.

~
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A LISTING
OF COMING
EVENTS
J ~ 22
Y

(VA)

J ~ 30
Y

OW

Virginia Beach Camerama, Virginia
Beach Convention Center, just off
Rt. 44, VA. Contact Richard Feirman, 1104 Pekay St., Vienna, VA
22180. Call 703-938-0243.
Tri State Photofair, Holiday Inn,
Suffem, NY.Call Tri State Fairs at
201-533-1991.

(OR)

August 4 7

NSA PORTLAND 89 - The 15th annual convention of the National
StereoscopicAssociation1 Red Lion
Inn Lloyd Center, Portland, OR. Friday through Monday. Contact NSA
Portland 89, Box 10691, Portland,
OR 9 n i o . call 503-m-4440.

IFor all standard

I

I FOLI

Realist 3D stereo slider
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum orde~
$10.00. Add $1.00 for
shipping and handling.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.
TO ORDER CALL
FREE

mu

800=223-6W4
L
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.
MINIMUM ORDER $20.00

August 13

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Swap,
Community Fire House #I, Parish
Drive, Wayne, NJ. Contact Second
Sunday Camera Swap, 19 Doremus
Lane, Wayne, NJ 07470. Call
201-694-4580.

August 13

(CA)

(IL)

iO VIEWER

(CAI

Pasadena Antique & Collectible
Camera Show & Sale, The Pasadena
Center, Pasadena, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera Trade Shows,
Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90405.
Call 213-396-9463.

September 9,10

(Tx)

26th Semi-annual Houston Camera
Show & Sale, Holiday Inn Hobby
Airport, Houston, TX. Contact
Leonard M. Hart, 1438 Herkimer,
Houston, TX 77008. Call
713-868-9606.

Chicagoland's Camera and Photo
Show, Holiday Inn, 3405 Algonquin
Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL. Contact
CCPS, Box 72695, Roselle, IL 60172.
Cd1312-894-2406.

3 ST

(CAI

Summer Photo Fair, Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds, San Jose, CA.
Contact Photo Fair, Box 32932, San
Jose, CA 95152. Call 408-251-9197.

September 9,10

Buena Park Camera Swap Meet,
Sequoia Club, 7530 Orangethorpe
Ave., Buena Park, CA. Call
7l4-786-8183 or 7l4-786-6644.

August 20

August 26,27

II

September 16,17

(MI)

19th Detroit Photorama USA, Dearborn Civic Center, Dearborn, MI.
Contact Photorama USA, 20219
Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236. Call 313-884-2243.

September 24

(VA)

DC Antique Photographic Image
Show! Rosslyn Westpark Hotel,
1900 N. Ft. Myer Dr., Arlington,
VA. Contact Russell Norton, Box
1070, New Haven, CT 06504. Call
203-562-7800. m

Ron Zakowski

I

133 E. Liberty St.
Berlin, WI 54923
(414) 361.2524 A
after 5p
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HKIH4UAUTV REPRODUCTlONS Of AUTHENTIC 19TH
CENTURY AND-EARLY 20TH CENTURY SFREOaRAPHS

lhoae m d u c b o m are of authenbc sWmowwa The quality b

+

8

from unnk b rdiItan I t . 62SAMPLE VIEWS. Su
to wtodan fiaqw.
theWWabfrunourm,*Gmasawindowintothe
~ w o r l d d ~ mOnlyfB.WforthebmIhset!
r .
Item= 1 0 C A R D - S A M P L E R S E T . A n ~ p p d t e n u r r
relatedcards. P e r f a c t t o g e t 1 h e f d d ~ . $ l . 9 9 h &
~t3.2oCARDsAMPLERsEl.20not~~rehted
~ t a k e n f r o m t h e s e B d ~ b eOnly
d ~W
. 99futhed
ltem X4. BEACH SCENES and NlAQARA FAUS. 7 Victorian
beachscerwwand8-ofNiFalkWat0f,~mrywheread you can almost touch $2.99 the sat!
Itan X5. CHRISTMAS. 15 views amundthe m,
the tree, the
homsSeeSanta,thegifkhglowing~d~Wiitr
all so seemingly real! Only $2.95!
lky X5a COMIC. 52 cards. hibripus in that % wed an
~towardIL~hatwasaofiIWmthcontmdii~many
ordinuy situhna were made comical. S.W!
ltem X6. Tho CIVIL WAR 12 poignant photos d the worst war
Amerkaeverfought Hicomcwtoliie.S2.90theset
ltem X7. FAMOUS PEOPLE. 10 stwoo photor
k i n Lindk g , mi. Rockefeller, BW M P h i n g , and
nol*t~tol~~$l.SO!
ltem .9.NlAQARA FAUS. 12 cards of thb natural wonder, so
l i i l i i you could get wet W n g them! Only $2.99.

%%T%

h#ll.REuaIowSCENES.lavisvrsmadeby
ing miniaturedolls arranged in sM.l scenes: the
NatiW. etc. Our mice is a miraculous S2.99!!
ltem X12 SATANIC. 9 reproductions of those w&d FrenchdmbolquesdepictingSatanatwork.S1.99forthasat!
ltem X14. SENTIMENTAL 28 carda that am V
i sublime.
Corny. unbeliable. repI?t~with c o n W wtuabonr; young
love @Ilk, moments musicale, etc. $4.991
ltem #IS. TABLE TOP PHOTOS. 12 carda Dolls and scenes of
slmnge places. Weird! Weirder atill b our $1.99 bargain price.
UItemXl6. UNKIUEIMAQES. lQcludsth&areoafhaonad-akind image: in a worQ uniqcm uniqudy p ~ i ~$2d.901:

21 3 d views on three reels, plus E
very nice viewer and a booklet b)
Jim Pomeroy on-his-tounge ir
cheek works. PLUS another ree
with seven full color animation stills
of cartoon characters!Irs asuccessful attempt merging creative photo
graphic art concepts with a practi.
cal3D viewing technique that real!)
*hnws 3D! $16 L s R shipping.

!rn #20. REPLICA HOLMES STEREOVIEWER.A highquality reproductionof
the original Holrnes viewer that could be found in most parlors in the U.S. during
the later part of the 19thcentury. The lenses are high-gradeplastic optics and will
bring normal stereographs into breath-taking3-0focus! Comes equipped with a
carvedwood pedestalthatturns it intoa handsome tabletop viewer when desired:
$62.95 (+ $3.50 for UPS shipping). Comes with set of ten sample reproduction
views and copy of The Story of the Stereoscope, a $4 value, free!

1

The weirdest book we've ever
offered! DlABLERlES has
about 125 single views d those
devlish Satarnc cards that were
a French rageat theturn of the
century. Four pagesoftext is in
French. We're selling with a set
of nine reproductionsof actual
price of
~li)7y~is~Asa1e

I

STEREO BOOKS! STEREO BOOKS! STEREO B(
ltem #28. ONTHE STUMP: TEDDY ROOSEVELT IN STEREOC
..- .. .- ...- .~&asElDodo,Brigandi,
T h e O r i e n t V i . Fimreproductionsofsteroographs -ling
the Rough Riders toughost campaign S9.M. postpaM!
ltem #29. THE PREE OUDE TO PI*K)lOQRAPHICCARDS.1982 price guide
from England. anempts to evaluate stereo cards. Contains lots of reference
material and is prdudy illusbat& 132 pages Wm dhr ilpostpaid .t$10.74.
ltem#a.
RETURNT O U DORADO.A W u y dC.litoml. Photographs. F q
fsdity wdudknr with
.ndvkwing g b m a $9.95, postpaldl
ltem #31. THE STEREO IMAQE IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOW by Dieter
-wng
lasma
rhowingtheusas
L o r c m A n - ~ b O O3kDhi n
o amw k l e M l k y d
Ic. techni$. microscopy.*112~Wbound.Mim@kt25AOpoetp.id.

I Cost each

of nudity,-.erotica and eve
samesexually explicit phdq
raphy, 18509 to the 19309
Text is in German, Frenchan

Englii. Highqualily 36 viewc
comeswith book. List:
(.
$1.90 pstge), but our sat
orice is $4255 postpaldrl
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.Total cost
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A PHOTOGRAPHERS PLACE
PO Box 274, Prince St.,
New York, NY 10012
ORDER FORM

N A YE
Ship to Address;

CW
Payment: enclosed
No.

H credit card:

Quant. Item #

Phone: (Include Area Code)

I

MINIMUMIORDER.
$15 please

UPS OR INSURANCE FEE
ToWcortdorckr:

TOTAL COST OF ORDER:

TERMS

many full-cdor illushabjona The redbrill comw with the lhrw V'&W
reds 1 ALL shipments are by UPS within the contiguous 48 states. Box
thaaddmexcitingdii(~thialuninainghii.)#).29po&p~
1 number, Hawaii, Puerto Riuco, Alaska addresses, etc., are
STER35. THE WdRLO OF STEREOQRAPHS bv Bill Denah. A ddinithrs book on shipped by insured mail. Canadian orders are shipped by Insured
Air Mail Parcel Post only- wrtite for shipping costs.
THE ADVANCE REBATE PLAN
It was devised to refund excess shipping fees, does not apply toforeig~
orders. To figure your credit; deducts1 from your total bill for any thre~
ms ordered. $2 for five items, and .% for each additional iter
STER37. THE WORLD OF 30by Jae Fowada. (2nd e d i i ) . llm mostcomplete
and delinitive book available on Stereo in all ita practical aspects from seeing
taking. and producing. Covers h i . aa well as current contemporary meth:
06. P u b l i i in Holland, in Englii. ( 4 1 S postpaid!

The lavishly decomtedPaty Multiple V i m Stereoscope of 1859from the feature by
Paul Wing, "SomeSpecial Stereoscopes."

